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1. Piggle Wiggle and the Bengal cat are racing towards
 some mine surveyors. What are they doing?

2. Where is Bernard the brown bear, and what do you
 think he has spotted?  

3. Find Sven the Viking, who is controlling something
 with his computer. What is it and what is it for?

4. Can you find Captain Alice?  What is she showing to
 the mine surveyor?

5. Man-made and natural cavities appear underground,
 and they have to be measured. Can you spot the tool
 to measure the cavity?

6. Spot the number of monitoring prisms!  What do you
 think they are for?

7. Open-pit mines can be huge, so using a plane is an
 ideal way to map the site. Can you spot the plane?

8. Harry the wombat likes dark, wet areas - but what 
 has he found?

9. Robert, on Buck the brown horse, has spotted a
 blast engineer scanning the rock face. Why is he
 scanning it?

10. Find the engineers making stock piles. What do you
 think the laser scanner on the conveyor is looking for?

Find all the answers at www.getkidsintosurvey.com 
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Elaine’s mission! To raise standards within the geospatial industry globally by 
giving surveyors through to manufacturers a dedicated resource for business, 
sales, marketing and strategic communications and to encourage, excite and 
educate the next generation of surveyors. Visit www.getkidsintosurvey.com

@get_kids_into_survey

@GetKidsintoSurv

@getkidsintosurvey

Almost everything we need to
sustain modern life comes from 

rocks! Building materials, metals, 
energy and chemicals.

We get these rocks out by mining on 
the surface and underground.

We use surveying and mapping
to find minerals and rocks,

on or under the earth’s surface. 
We need to know how much 

material is present and how 
best to mine it.

Our awesome sponsors, helping us to build #GetKidsintoSurvey Globally!

BONUS QUESTION! Can you find the secret treasure box?


